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Abstract
This paper is a review of two image encryptions techniques namely SIT (Secure Internet of Things) and SECURE
FORCE. The investigation of the calculation is done regarding the parameters like histogram analysis, Image
Entropy, Correlation graph, No. of Pixe1s Change Rate (NPCR), Unified Average Changing Intensity (UACI), &
Corre1ation coefficient. Major image encryption techniques have some performance & security and issues causing
various problems. The above parameters cover all major situations to judge an algorithm, to describe which
algorithm is better.
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1. Introduction
The increasing usage of personal multimedia devices such as mobiles phones, smart glasses, etc., has pointed out the
need for securing the captured exchanged images content. And with the increase in cloud and networking sites, it‘s
been very important to secure our data. And that is a struggle to maintain, among multimedia, images are the mostly
searched, shared and mainly uploaded. Thus images are most vulnerable to attacks. Texts are simple, and thus can
be easily encrypted and decrypted, but on the other hand images have several special features such as pixels,
redundancy, high capacity and high correlation [1]. Cryptography is an ideal way of dealing with the problem of
security, while dealing with transmission of data, especially images. Cryptography can be easily described as, the
encrypting of data into an un-understandable format and then it could be decrypted by the correct person. Various
algorithms are made for the soul purpose [5][6]. Different algorithms have been proposed with their performance
analysis. An algorithm using 56 bits, having three individual keys known as Triple DES (Data encryption standard) .
Triple DES was, as it has the recommended standards. RSA utilizes two separate keys. Blowfish could be a parallel
think about elements messages in conjuction with bits of sixty-four bits and encodes them autonomously. Blowfish
is thought for the two its huge speed and general reasonability a similar number of claim that it‘s ne‘er has been
pounded. [1]. We will be working on SIT(Secure Internet of Things) and Secure Force. SIT is a symmetric key piece
assumes that constitutes of 64-bit key and plain-content. In this symmetric key figuring, there are distinctive rounds
of encryption and each round relies upon a couple or other sort of numerical computation. As the quantity of rounds
builds, the intricacy of the calculation increments [2]. Secure Force is a low-complexity symmetric cryptographic
algorithm, it uses simple architecture consisting of mathematical operations such as AND, OR, XOR, XNOR,
shifting, and swapping [3].
2. Literature Survey
The process of converting data, information and messages to an unreadable form, such that it can be read by the
recipient, is called Encryption. The word cryptography comes Greek word—crypt, word kryptos, meaning hidden or
secret. In historical period, By substituting parts of information with pictures, symbols and numbers, people of the
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early times are trying to keep their information hidden. For several reasons, humankind have been trying to protect
their messages. Trade secret of manufacturing of pottery was kept a secret by Assyrians. Military secrets were
protected by Germans by using the famous Enigma machine. The evolution of cryptography is as follows[4]:
The first ever documented example of written is an Egyptian scribe used hieroglyphs as an inscription, in 1900 BC.
A collage of image and some writing was carved by a flat stone. This was the base of what we today known as
‗Digital Signature‘. In 500-600 BC, a simple cipher was written by Hebrew known as ATBASH. It used a reversedalphabet technique. It was one of few ciphers of the time. Skytale was a Greek device made in 487 BC. It consisted
of a thin, long strip of leather around a stick. Strip was then used as a belt, the encrypting would left at a secured
place and recipient would already have a matching stick. Julius Caesar (100-44 BC) likewise utilized a replacement
with just typical letters in order, just by moving the letters a settled sum. Transliteration into Greek from Latin was
also used and a several of other simple ciphers. First polyalphabetic cipher was invented and published in 1466 by
Leon Battista Alberti, outlining a figure plate to improve the process. Leon likewise utilized his circle for enciphered
code, nomenclature were very weak in front of this. First book on cryptology was printed in 1518 by Johannes
Trithemius. A steganographic cipher was invented by him, in which from every succession of columns a paper was
depicted as a word. He also described standard of rectangular substitution tables are polyalphabetic ciphers.
Digraphic cipher was introduced in a 1563 by G. B. Porta. Misspellings and synonyms were used to confuse the
cryptanalyst. Basically, he introduced mixing of alphabets in polyalphabetic tableau. The first authentic cipher text
and plaintext systems were written by Blaise de Vigenère in 1585.A bilateral cipher was described by Sir Francis
Bacon. And it is today known as a 5-bit encoding. Wheel cipher was invented by Thomas Jefferson in 1790.
In 1917William Frederick Friedman also known as the father of US cryptanalysis, worked for US government. It
didn‘t had any no cryptanalytic expertise of its own, so at Riverbank, they started as a school for military
cryptanalysts. Lucifer cipher was a design based by IBM in 1976 and with some specific changes it was chosen as
the U.S. Data Encryption Standard. It has shown powerful in the last 20 years.
A practical public key system was written by R. L. Rivest, A. Shamir and L. M. Adleman, in 1977. This technique is
also known as RSA . An International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) was proposed by Xuejia Lai and J.
Massey from Switzerland in 1990 and it was said to replace DES. Pretty Good Privacy(PGP) a freeware was
released by phil Zimmermann in 1991. It offered high security to general citizens. RC5 was published by Professor
Ron Rivest in 1994, Data-dependent circling as its non-linear operation was used, such that a user are accustomed to
alter block sizes, key breadth and cardinal of rounds.
3. METHODO1OGY
3.1. SIT
SIT, with the constitution of a plain-text and a 64-bit key, a block cipher which is symmetric is formed called
SIT. In this symmetric key algorithm, there are various rounds of encryption and each round is based on some or
other type of mathematical function. Concerning illustration the number for rounds increases, those intricacy of the
algorithm increments. Each round comprises from claiming scientific function, Concerning illustration number for
rounds increase, security increments with amount for Be that at last brings about build for utilization for vitality. To
keep the encryption process strong 10-20 rounds are taken, although SIT uses only five rounds and every
mathematical operation operates on 4 bits of data. The feistel system of substitution dispersion capacities is utilized
to stand up to the assaults and making adequate disarray and dissemination of information [7]. When talking about
encryption and decryption, key is the most important component. Security of the information will be quite reliant on
this magic. Though by any methods an assailant knows this key, mystery may be totally lost. These feistel built
encryption calculations would comprised from claiming Numerous rounds What's more each round obliges an
alternate way. Sit is produced crazy from claiming five rounds, in this lifestyle we oblige five novel keys [9][10]. In
this algorithm, as it An 64 bit-block cipher, that implies it might oblige a 64 bit way will scramble it too. The
encryption might have been demonstrated over Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3.
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Fig. 1 : (a) Original image

(b) Encrypted image

(c) Decrypted image

Fig. 2 : (a) Original image

(b) Encrypted image

(c) Decrypted image

Fig. 3 : (a) Original image

(b) Encrypted image

(c) Decrypted image

3

3.1.1. Key Expansion
The outline of the magic improvement bit is seemed clinched alongside Figure 4. Those square utilization a f work which may be affected Toward changed Khazad square figure. Khazad isn't an feistel figure What's more
it takes after totally trial system. Those totally trial technique will be settled on out of a few regulate Also nonlinear progressions that ensures the dependence from claiming yield odds for enter odds Previously, An brain
boggling approach. Side of the point Eventually Tom's perusing purpose clarifications of the parts from
claiming magic development are talked something like beneath:. In the beginning step the 64-bit cipher enter
(Kc) may be differentiated under the areas about 4-bits. The f - capacity meets expectations for 16-bits majority
of the data. Hence four f - work pieces are used. These 16-bits for each f - work need aid procured in the get
about playing crazy a underlying substitution from claiming pieces of figure key (Kc) as showed up Previously,
eq(1).
(1)
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When, i = 1- 4 for starting four round keys as shown in Figure 4. Secondly get Kaif by passing the 16-bits of
Kbif to the f -function as shown in the given eq (2).

Fig 4: Key expansion
3.2. Encryption Process
To the reason for making disarray Furthermore diffusion, legitimate operations, swapping, substitution and
moving would create. Encryption is, no doubt illustrated done Figure 5. For the aboriginal annular an
arrangement of 64 in Figure 2: Encryption Process bit apparent argument (Pt) is aboriginal angled into 4
partition of 16bits P 0 −15, P 16−31,P 32−47 and P 48−63. By changing the order of bits, essentially increasing
in confusion between cipher texts, swapping operations are performed in each round to diminish the data
originality. Bitwise XNOR operation is performed between the and P 48−63 in R011 and R014, and the same is
done with the P 0−15. The results are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 5:Encryption process
3.3. SECURE FORCE
A low-complexity architecture known as SF(Secure force algorithm) was designed for implementation in WSN.
Encryption rounds are only five in this algorithm, to improve energy efficiency. It has already been suggested that
less power consumption is possible through encryption rounds. Upgrading the security, every encryption round
comprises about 6 basic scientific operations working on just four bits of data [10]. It has been described in Figure6.
The encryption was shown in Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10.

Figure 6: Key expansion
3.3.1. Key expansion
Encryption and decryption are generated by keys. To confuse and diffuse, different operations are performed.
This is to decrease the likelihood of the weak key and additionally to expand key quality. The key expansion
performs multiplication in a matrix using FM(Fix matrix), left shifting (LS), logical operations (XOR, XNOR),
permutation application P-table and barter application T-table[3]. The abundant block diagram of key amplification
and annular scheduling is apparent in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Encryption process
3.4. Encryption Process
In the encryption process, basic operations, which incorporate OR, XOR, AND, XNOR, cleared out shift (LS),
swapping, and substitution (S boxes) operations, would performed will make perplexity What's more dispersion. An
straight show for 64 bits, which may be separated done on 2 half‘s from claiming 32 odds Also every 32 touch half,
may be further sub-divided under 2 half‘s of 16 odds. [3]. Furthermore thus, each round can the swapping of 16 bit
squares. With obtain more psyche boggling figure of the first position from claiming information, will be those
genuine inspiration behind this limit. Sub keys are (‗K1‘, ‗K2‘, ‗K3‘, ‗K4‘, ‗K5‘) need aid XNOR for those left
and right A large portion for each round independently. Yield about you quit offering on that one round turns into
enter from claiming following round.
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Fig. 8 : (a) Original image

(b) Encrypted image

(c) Decrypted image

Fig. 9 : (a) Original image

(b) Encrypted image

(c) Decrypted image

Fig. 10 : (a) Original image

(b) Encrypted image

(c) Decrypted image
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4. RESULT AND DІSCUSSІON
This paper is all about comparison between SIT and SF. The comparison is made on the following factors: Histogram Analysis
 Encryption Speed
 NPCR and UACI Tests
 Image entropy
 Correlation
4.1. Histogram Analysis
The pixel intensity values of an image are represented by a Histogram. Different intensity va1ues found in
image, shown by number of pixels is represented by a histogram. A Histogram will disp1ay 256 numbers that
show the distribution of pixe1s, if there are 256 different possible intensities, in q 8-bit grayscale image. A good
Encryption requires a fairly uniform graph. Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13. represent the histogram of SIT,
the above represents the original image from Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3, and the below one represent the
histogram of encrypted image from Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3 Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16
represent the histogram of SF, the above represents the original image from Figure 8, Figure 9.and Figure 10.
and the below one represent the histogram of encrypted image from Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10.
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Figure11: Histogram of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 1

Figure12: Histogram of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 3.

Figure 13: Histogram of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 3.
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Figure 14: Histogram of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 8.

Figure 15: Histogram of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 9.

Figure 16: Histogram of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 10.
4.2. Measurement of Encryption Speed-
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Eventually Tom's perusing bringing those proportion number about pixels (in Bytes) picture of the duration
of the time taken, for encryption is called encryption speed. Qualities would given Previously, table 1 and
2.
4.3. NPCR and UACI Tests
Two common measures are used to analysis the access of the one-pixe1 change on a apparent angel and the
encrypted image.. These two measures are Unified Average Changing Intensity (UACI) and Number of Pixe1s
Change Rate (NPCR). Plain image & cipher image have a difference of number of pixels, the percentage of these
differences is known as NPCR values. Two images also have difference in average intensities. UACI measures these
differences. Values are provided in table 1 and 2.
4.4. Image Entropy
The amount of information added to the images to be made extra difficult for the intruder in differentiation between
original and encrypted images. This is measured in terms of entropy. Higher entropy increases performance of the
security algorithm. Values are provided in table 1 and 2.
4.5. Correlation
An Factual association the middle of 2 qualities depicts the reliance for person esteem once an additional. This
relationship is known as correlation. When the dependency of the original image is minimum, then it is known as a
good cipher. Values are provided in table 1 and 2. Figure17, Figure18 and Figure19. represent the correlation of
SIT, the left represents the original image from Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3 and the right represents the
correlation of encrypted image from Figure 1 , Figure2. and Figure3. Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22. represents
the correlation of SF, the left represents the original image from Figure 8, Figure 9.and Figure 10. and the right one
represent the correlation of encrypted image from Figure 8, Figure 9. and Figure 10.

Figure17: Correlation of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 1

Figure18: Correlation of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 2.
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Figure19: Correlation of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 3.

Figure20: Correlation of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 9.

Figure21: Correlation of original image and encrypted image of (a) and (b) from fig 10.
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Table 1: Represents the values of entropy, NPCR time, UACI time, Encryption time and Correlation

Table 1: Represents the values of entropy, NPCR time, UACI time, Encryption time and Correlation

5. CONCLUSІON
In this paper analysis of SIT and SF algorithms is done. Both the technique are equally good, but as per my
review SIT is preferable. It is observed that both the a1gorithms gives a brilliant performance on histogram
ana1ysis, Number of Pixe1s Change Rate (NPCR), Unified Average Changing Intensity (UACI), Image Entropy,
Correlation graph and Correlation coefficient. The algorithm is analysed for different grey images.
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